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MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS

1 Which part of the tree helps it make food ?

A) Bark     B) Leaf      C) Root

1

2 Name one animal that carries its home with it from place to
place.

A) Snake   B) Dog     C) Turtle

1

3 Large plants with thick woody stems are called

A) Trees    B) Mint Plant    C) Hibiscus

1

4 Why are multi-storied buildings built in cities and not in
villages ?

A) These buildings help to house many people in a
small area.

B) These buildings make the neighbourhood look neat
and clean.

1

FILL IN THE BLANKS

5 The trunks have a covering called ________________.
1

6 Homes that are found in ______________ may have tiled
roofs or thatched roofs.

1

7 The leaves use _____________ , _______________ and 1



_____________ to make food for the tree.

8 The art of making pots is called ________________. 1

GIVE ONE WORD

9 A way of doing things that is passed from parents to
children. 1

10 Name one example for a tree in a desert. 1

VERY SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS

11 Name two ways in which trees in the forest are useful to
us.

1

12 Why do big cities have multi-storied buildings?

1

13 How does eating on banana leaves or other plates made of
leaves help the earth?

1

14 Why do places with snowfall or heavy rainfall have houses
with sloping roofs?

1



15 Give two examples for medicinal plants.

1

16 Why do Toda houses have curved roofs and no windows?

1

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS

17 Draw a plant and label the following parts.
Root,bark,leaves,flower.

2



18 Why should we not throw waste out in the open? 2


